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INTRODUCTION
October 2021 hailed the return of the Dance of the Dead--a large scale roleplaying
saga organised and participated in by a community of World of Warcraft (WoW)
players. Dance of the Dead, hosted on the Moon Guard roleplay server, is the
brainchild of one player, who each year pulls together a network of role playing
communities across two in-game factions--the Alliance and the Horde--to enact
roleplaying events over several months. These events end with a climactic player-vsplayer chase involving hundreds of players.
Despite its age (and recent lawsuits regarding endemic misogyny and harassment of
members of its development team), WoW is still home to several communities of role
players that engage in regular role playing activities. MacCallum-Stewart and Parsler
(2008) have detailed how role players in the early years of WoW sought role playing
experiences almost despite the mechanics of a game which in many ways impeded
what those who engage in table top and live action games would call role play.
Despite these barriers, however, it is evident that roleplayers have persisted--some for
over seventeen years. Throughout this time, other tools such as mods, open source
wikis that act as repositories of WoW role playing histories and events, discord
servers, and various forums have also enabled role players to persist in these
activities--as Gui has shown, World of Warcraft’s digital infrastructure is but one tool
amongst a series of tools used by players to tell the stories of their character’s exploits
in Azeroth (2018).
Following in the footsteps of game ethnographers such as Bonnie Nardi’s (2009)
exploration of the digital everyday lives of WoW players, and Celia Pearce’s (2011)
work with play communities that formed in the multiplayer online game URU: Ages
Beyond Myst, we have adopted an ethnographic approach, attending roleplaying in
WoW as participant observers, and beginning a series of interviews with organisers of
and participants in the events of Dance of the Dead. From our early observations in
this ongoing research work, we suggest that, for people organising and participating
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in large scale role playing events in WoW such as Dance of the Dead, the digital
environment of Azeroth becomes a staging ground for role playing spectacle. In other
words, these events have a front stage for the performance of events to a digital
‘public’ of other roleplayers, and a back stage for their live coordination and
choreography on discord. Further, we consider the digital environment, servers, and
gameplay mechanics of World of Warcraft as just one component amongst a number
of tools that enable the staging and recording of these role playing events; tools such
as Discord servers, role playing wiki pages, forums, and even the World of Warcraft
client itself.
In this presentation, we explore the theatricality of the player organised Dance of the
Dead as a large-scale role playing event attended by over one hundred role players,
observing the production of a kind of digital theatre ensemble that uses WoW as a
staging ground for large online events. We also pose questions about what the
persistence and longevity of these digital play communities means for our
understanding of digital play and the games in which they coalesce for this play. This
project is a work in progress, and we would greatly value the questions and insights
of our generous audience.
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